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Getting the publications The Pelican Bride: A Novel (Gulf Coast Chronicles) (Volume 1) By Elizabeth White now is not kind of difficult method. You could not only choosing book shop or collection or loaning from your buddies to read them. This is a really simple way to precisely get the e-book by online. This online e-book The Pelican Bride: A Novel (Gulf Coast Chronicles) (Volume 1) By Elizabeth White can be among the alternatives to accompany you when having downtime. It will not lose your time. Think me, the publication will certainly show you new point to check out. Merely spend little time to open this online book The Pelican Bride: A Novel (Gulf Coast Chronicles) (Volume 1) By Elizabeth White and also review them any place you are now.



From Booklist *Starred Review* Dragoons take Geneviève Gaillain’s Huguenot father from his home and viciously execute him right in front of her. Turning a blind eye to her illegal faith, a kindly priest smuggles Geneviève and her flighty, immature, less-religious sister, Aimée, out of France to start new lives in America as mail-order brides. However, even in the New World, Geneviève’s religion has to be kept under wraps. Both Geneviève and Aimée, along with the other Pelican Girls, are contractually bound to marry the French Canadians who have explored the southern frontiers and are now ready to settle down. Brothers Tristan and Marc-Antoine Lanier, born on the wrong side of the blanket to a French nobleman, crossed the ocean and established themselves as translators and respected diplomats between the white and native populations. Times are troubled, and the last thing the siblings are interested in is competing for a bride. But once Tristan sees Geneviève, it’s instant attraction, one both of them are determined to overcome. White’s carefully researched story, set in what would become Mobile, Alabama, is filled with duplicity, danger, political intrigue, and adventure. This unique book will appeal to a wide range of readers. --Shelley Mosley From the Back Cover She's come to the New World to escape a perilous past. But has it followed her to these far shores? It is 1704 when Frenchwoman Geneviève Gaillain and her sister board the frigate Pélican bound for the distant Louisiana colony. Both have promised to marry one of the rough men toiling in this strange new world in order to escape suffering in the old. Geneviève knows life won't be easy, but at least here she can establish a home and family without fear of persecution for her outlawed religious beliefs. When she falls in love with Tristan Lanier, an expatriate cartographer-turned-farmer whose checkered past is shrouded in mystery, Geneviève realizes that even in this land of liberty one is not guaranteed peace. Trouble is brewing outside the fort between the French colonists and the native people surrounding them. And an even more sinister enemy may lurk within. Could the



secret Geneviève harbors mean the undoing of the colony itself? Gulf Coast native Beth White brings vividly to life the hot, sultry South in this luscious, layered tale.



"Fresh as a gulf breeze, The Pelican Bride is the perfect pairing of history and romance. Finely tuned characters and a setting second to none make this a remarkable, memorable story. Beth White's foray into colonial Louisiana is historical romance of the highest quality."--Laura Frantz, author of Love's Reckoning and Love's Awakening "Not your usual setting, not your usual historical romance--The Pelican Bride breaks new ground in the historical genre. Choosing to write a story set in the French colony that became Mobile, Alabama, draws the reader into a new and exciting period. A winning beginning to a new historical series."--Lyn Cote, author of The Wilderness Brides series



Beth White's day job is teaching music at an inner-city high school in historic Mobile, Alabama. A native Mississippian, her passion is writing historical romance with a southern drawl. Her novels have won the American Christian Fiction Writers' Carol Award, the RT Book Club Reviewers' Choice Award, and the Inspirational Reader's Choice Award. Learn more at www.bethwhite.net. About the Author Beth White's day job is teaching music at an inner-city high school in historic Mobile, Alabama. A native Mississippian, she is a pastor's wife, mother of two, and grandmother of one--so far. Her hobbies include playing flute and pennywhistle and painting
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When she falls in love with Tristan Lanier, an expatriate cartographer-turned-farmer whose checkered past is shrouded in mystery, Geneviève realizes that even in this land of liberty one is not guaranteed peace. Trouble is brewing outside the fort between the French colonists and the native people surrounding them. And an even more sinister enemy may lurk within. Could the secret Geneviève harbors mean the undoing of the colony itself? Gulf Coast native Beth White brings vividly to life the hot, sultry South in this luscious, layered tale.



"Fresh as a gulf breeze, The Pelican Bride is the perfect pairing of history and romance. Finely tuned characters and a setting second to none make this a remarkable, memorable story. Beth White's foray into colonial Louisiana is historical romance of the highest quality."--Laura Frantz, author of Love's Reckoning and Love's Awakening "Not your usual setting, not your usual historical romance--The Pelican Bride breaks new ground in the historical genre. Choosing to write a story set in the French colony that became Mobile, Alabama, draws the reader into a new and exciting period. A winning beginning to a new historical series."--Lyn Cote, author of The Wilderness Brides series



Beth White's day job is teaching music at an inner-city high school in historic Mobile, Alabama. A native Mississippian, her passion is writing historical romance with a southern drawl. Her novels have won the American Christian Fiction Writers' Carol Award, the RT Book Club Reviewers' Choice Award, and the Inspirational Reader's Choice Award. Learn more at www.bethwhite.net. About the Author Beth White's day job is teaching music at an inner-city high school in historic Mobile, Alabama. A native Mississippian, she is a pastor's wife, mother of two, and grandmother of one--so far. Her hobbies include playing flute and pennywhistle and painting Most helpful customer reviews 9 of 9 people found the following review helpful. The Pelican Bride By lighthouse88 I thought, based on the picture on the cover of the book, which this was going to be a light, fluffy romance. I couldn’t have been more wrong! There was nothing light or fluffy in the book with the exception of the pastries. This story is set in 1704 in what eventually will become the area of Louisiana and Alabama. The French are trying to establish a thriving colony, but the humidity, mosquitoes and location of the fort are making this difficult. The approximately 200 men living in the fort are French or Canadian soldiers, merchants or tradesmen. In order to grow the colony, a request is made of King Louis of France to send over women contracted to marry one of these men. Louis agrees and sends the ship called the Pelican to the New World with several women on board. Genevieve Gaillain and her sister Aimee are daughters of a baker, who was murdered for his religious practices, which were anti-Catholic. To escape religious persecution, the girls agree to marry and board the Pelican. Upon arrival, they realize that what they were promised in France is not what is in fact reality. Living conditions are poor and the threat of Indian attacks is very real. Genevieve has told herself that she will keep her religious views to herself, marry a God-fearing man, bake her bread and make a life for herself and her sister in the New World. Tristan Lanier is a



widower who was married to an Indian woman killed by British soldiers. He still grieves her loss two years later, but is inexplicably drawn to Genevieve. As much a surprise to him as it is to her, he asks her to marry him the day before he is to leave on a two month expedition to try to ally with various Indian tribes. Can their marriage survive separation, secrets and manipulation? Can Tristan develop a real relationship with God or will he remain a nominal believer? I just loved all the historical information interwoven in the story. I knew nothing about this time in history at this place in history and learned a lot, which I much appreciated. I thought the characters were very interesting and well-developed. I came to care what happened to them; I was invested in the story. The story was not boring at all and kept moving at a good pace. I really enjoyed the story. I am looking forward to the next book in the series to be released in 2015. 10 of 11 people found the following review helpful. You'll probably want to take a Intermediate to Advanced French Class before reading this book! By Becca L I tried to read this book, but I felt like I needed to interpret the French language better to be able to get through it. There was just too much French language without the usual English interpretation with it, as you see other authors thoughtfully do. I am an avid reader of Christian Historical Fiction and I understand French some, but it was just too much. The cover was beautiful and initially drew me to the book, but hence the saying goes and reversely applies to this book...."you can't judge a book by it's cover." 2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Interesting look at the early Louisiane colony By B. Burnham I have read several contemporary romance novels by Mississippi native Beth White. She always brings a great sense of place to her books, so when I heard she had written an historical novel set in the fledgling Louisiane colony, I knew I had to read it. Filled with rich historical detail, The Pelican Bride is a perfect read for those who love history and romance. Genevieve Gaillain, along with her sister Aimee and other women from France, is transported upon the Pelican to find a husband among the French soldiers and Canadian craftsmen that have settled into the new Louisiane colony (now Mobile, Alabama). What they encounter definitely does not exceed their expectations. Rough living conditions, even rougher perspective beaus, an unstable political environment and hostile Native peoples combine to create at least a little fear. But their contracts state that they must find husbands, so the courting begins. But Genevieve has secrets that make choosing a husband tricky. Can she trust God to safely lead her in the New France? Set in 1704, The Pelican Bride was meticulously researched. The peoples and place that was the capital of the French colony in the American South come to life in Beth White’s hands. New-to-me history and an intriguing plot kept me reading. I especially liked the political machinations and the relationship between the French settlers and the Native Americans. There is plenty of political intrigue and detail about the Huguenot persecution to create a well-developed historical setting. The blend of characters, both historic and fictional, was interesting as well. My favorites were Jesuit priest, Father Mathieu and Nika, a native woman integral to the plot. The romance is a bit predictable and perhaps stretches believability. The two main characters, Genevieve and Tristan Lanier. resist their attraction for the first half of the book and then suddenly marry and fall in love. But The Pelican Bride is first and foremost a romance and follows along the prescribed lines for the genre. All in all I would recommend The Pelican Bride to all who love an historical romance. The little



known era detailed in the book makes it a fresh and interesting read. Recommended. Thanks to Revell for a review copy. See all 130 customer reviews...
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